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It was with a mixture of sadness and disappointment that, at the last time my subscription to the RSM became due, I was informed that, if I wished to continue to receive the paper copy of the JRSM, I should have to pay an additional fee of £12 a year. I would not deny that the JRSM is well worth £12 a year but that is not the point. The reason given for the change in policy was that most Fellows now read the JRSM online. How many opinions were sought was not revealed, and I believe the claim to be questionable. Moreover, I suspect that those who took this unfortunate decision gave no thought to those who are retired. We do not have computers, paper, ink, cartridges and everything else provided by the employer. Perhaps more importantly, the retired probably prefer to do their reading away from the screen-in an armchair, in bed, in the bath, and particularly when travelling. These options are not available if one is confined to an online version.
Several organizations will have considered substituting the web for a paper version of their journal. The RSM is the only one of which I know that has adopted the policy. As a member of the BMA, the Royal College of Anaesthetists and the Association of Anaesthetists, I receive a paper version of their journal(s) as part of my subscription as well as a paper version for three overseas specialist organizations. In every case these journals are available on the web but the cost of a paper version continues to be included in the relevant annual subscription. And this is only within my specialty.
Having been a member of the RSM for nearly 50 years and having been retired since 1995, I resent being asked for additional money for something that I have always had as part of my RSM subscription. Furthermore, I resent having this charge imposed on me with no warning other than the annual subscription renewal form. Is the RSM so short of money that it needs to make this penny-pinching economy? If so, let it be honest and explain why an increase in the subscription rate is not preferable. As a matter of principle, I have declined to pay extra for the JRSM and thus miss out on one of the best medical journals available.
John Zorab
Bristol, UK
E-mail:JZorab@compuserve.com
For those who can seldom use the handsome metropolitan facilities of the RSM and have no need for its IT facilities a particular benefit of membership is the JRSM, with its excellent and wide-ranging review of the medical scene. To impose a surcharge on Fellows who prefer (and possibly need) the convenience of the printed page, rather than the online version, is not just damaging to the Society's known reputation for inclusivity but also a disrecommendation to further recruitment. Council should reconsider this misguided attempt to appease the auditors.
Honorary Editor's reply
It was with deep misgivings that the RSM's Honorary Officers recommended to Council a package of savings that included putting a surcharge on the paper version of the JRSM. In addition we have reduced the printing costs of RSM News. We sincerely hope that this will not reduce the influence of the JRSM, but it was thought that this would do less damage to the Society than a further hike in the Fellowship subscription. Several other thrift measures are being taken to ease our financial position to pay for the new facilities at No. 1 Wimpole Street which will enable us to compete and retain members in the highly competitive world of the learned societies, colleges and trusts' educational programmes. I can assure Dr Zorab and Dr Corfield that the Honorary Officers will review any effects of these measures, the response of the members, and be flexible in the future.
Peter McDonald

Honorary Editor, The Royal Society of Medicine
Achilles tendinopathy
Professor Ferns (December 2004, JRSM 1 ) recommends looking at the eyes as well as the legs in Achilles tendinopathy, to detect the corneal arcus of familial hypercholesterolaemia. In my opinion, the serum lipids should be checked in all cases of Achilles tendinitis, whether unilateral or bilateral. I have seen several patients whose hypercholesterolaemia presented with Achilles tendinitis, and not all had eye signs.
Posthumous Works, 1 which included his musings on such a rare coincidence of dates. It gathered credence by frequent repetition, as in Professor Breathnach's appreciative memoir (January 2005, JRSM 2 ), and has endured for nearly 300 years. Yet it should have been abandoned by now. 3 Sir Thomas himself, in answer to John Aubrey's request, wrote on 24 August 1672: 'I was borne Novemb. 19, 1605'. 4 There is no reason to doubt his word, which was accepted by Anthony Wood for the first biography 5 and is affirmed in the recent Oxford Dictionary of National Biography. 6
Charles Morris
Terrysfield, Downe, Orpington BR6 7JT, UK Professor Breathnach has made an elegant start to the Browne quatercentenary celebrations. Readers may be interested to know that a celebration is to be held in Norwich on 19-20 October this year. The programme includes: an academic symposium (in which Sir Keith Thomas, Dr Trevor Hughes, Professor Harold Cook and the Rev Reginald Askew, will be speakers); a concert of 17th century and other relevant music with selected readings of Browne's writings in Norwich Cathedral (given by the Keswick Hall Choir conducted by Mr John Aplin); an exhibition of Browne memorabilia in the County Archive Centre; and a service of thanksgiving in St Peter Mancroft Church (Browne' Osler was influenced by the style of Browne's writings-'The pomp of his sentences and the wealth of allusions' as described by Lytton Strachey. 2 The books and authors recommended by Osler could all be profitably read by today's medical students as part of their liberal education. The themes of Religio Medici-the mystery of creation, disapproval of racial and religious bigotry and the virtues of charity-seem all too relevant 400 years on.
